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Dr. A.Q. Khan School System curriculum 
has been designed by experienced 
educationists Psychologists, teachers and 
sports person. Deep and intense research 
ensures that your child receives thorough 
high quality education.

The establishment of Dr. A. Q Khan School 
System is highly commendable as in a 
noble cause to produce educated, 
responsible, free citizens. I am sure the 
management will do all that is possible to 
make it an exemplary institution with all 
modern facilities, cleanliness, good library 
etc.

I wish the school all the best and lot of 
progress in the coming years.

Message from Dr. Abdul Qadeer



What a pleasure it is to present, in this issue of prospectus, a retrospective on the 
remarkable life and accomplishment of Dr. A. Q. Khan, a model of intellectual 
curiosity, academic rigor and principled risk taking that are hallmarks of “Dr. A. 
Q. Khan School System”. In 2005, during incarceration of Dr. A. Q. Khan when 
any connection with him was considered suspect, if not dangerous, we intro-
duced “Dr. A. Q. Khan School System” in Khyber Pkhtunkhwa. The academic 
initiative did not begin smoothly, but we with our little band of students persisted 
and prevailed. Today “Dr. A. Q. Khan School System” is recognized for its quality 
and leadership. “Dr. A. Q. Khan School System” incorporates the same legacy of 
intellectual incisiveness. We have established a school system, with a strong 
sense of community. High standard of teaching will help your child to reach his 
or her full potential future. We believe in the importance of social skills, service 
to others and self confidence without conceit. Your child will have opportunities 
in a wide range of cultural, creative and physical activities within a community 
which values and respects individuals, celebrates achievement and broadens 
perspective. True to our heritage, we seek excellence.

My vision is of a school that is not divided by design or culture, a school with 
high academic standards and support for those that need it, firm but fair disci-
pline, breath of opportunity and happy children who feel secure and cherish.
Dr. A. Q. Khan School System has a great past an even a greater future.

I, sincerely, hope that your child would be part of it.

Message by Managing Director 
Malik Sher Zada



Education is the essential requirement for the 
development of any cultured society and 
Pakistan is no exception to this fact. Over the 
years, the untiring efforts of both the public 
and the private sector in promoting the cause 
of education have borne fruit in considerably 
improving the literacy rate in the country.

DR. A. Q. KHAN SCHOOL SYSTEM is 
undoubtedly an important name in the private 
sector. While it has continuously endeavored to 
spread quality education in Pakistan, it has as 
a conscious corporate citizen, also been keenly 
aware of its responsibilities to society as a 
whole. It is with this spirit that the management 
has taken a decision. To develop a new 
schooling system, which would provide a 
Distinctive and purposeful education at a much 
lower cost? This new educational network is 
aptly named “DR. A. Q. KHAN SCHOOL 
SYSTEM”.

INTRODUCTION



DR. A. Q. KHAN SCHOOL SYSTEM aim to 
develop a vast network of cost effective, quality 
educational institute throughout the country 
that offers standardized educational 
experience through a network alliance.

The Objectives are to:

Share expertise with strategic partners.

Provide quality education at an affordable cost.

Support the national cause of improving literacy.

Ensure sustainable profitability for the 
entrepreneur.

To a wider cross – section of practicing 
professionals.

Extend continuous and update staff development 
programs

AIMS & OBJECTIVES



“DR. A. Q. KHAN SCHOOL FRANCHISE 
SYSTEM” envisions quality education through a 
range of sustainable projects, which will ultimate-
ly become key resources for national develop-
ment.

While the Dr. A. Q. Khan School system endeav-
ors to develop, innovate and keep abreast of the 
goals that society sets. “Dr. A. Q. Khan School 
Franchise System” has undertaken the initiative to 
carry this pioneering spirit further, by bringing 
about a vision that will assist society in acquiring 
affordable quality education at affordable prices.

“Dr. A. Q. Khan School Franchise System” being 
a part of an existing successful school system like 
Dr. A. Q. Khan School System, with a proven 
track record, has many advantages over schools 
operating independently in doing so, it offers a 
unique and advantageous educational experi-
ence to students, teachers, parents and the 
entrepreneurs.

A NEW VISION
Investment in project like “Dr. A. Q. Khan School Franchise System” is 
secure. The major investment will be in real estate where the 
appreciation property is guaranteed i.e on land, building etc. 
Furthermore, this is purely an advance business where no credit is 
involved, a sustained cash flow is ensured.

Educationists who wish to fullfil a desire to own and operate a school 
and individuals or parties interested in owing a profitable business will 
find this project extremely exciting. Not only will our partners enjoy the 
benefits of a trademark of national and international repute they will 
also get support and expertise in technical and operational planning. 
Low start-up costs and pre-operational expenses, low take-off and 
break-even points will ensure a fast learning curve, leading to a 
smooth establishment of a profitable enterprise “Dr. A. Q. Khan 
School System” come to you with over a quarter of a century’s proven 
success, commercial acumen, adherence to standards, security of an 
established name and time-tested methodology for people who wish 
to run schools. We bring you a promising business proposition that 
combines the huge demand for good schools with the support of the 
established name of the Dr. A. Q. Khan School System. We envisage 
a partnership that will, we hope, go a long way.

BENEFITS OF ASSOCIATES

This alliance is offered to people who have resource and investment. Investors 
could be people who are running their own schools / tuition centers, existing 
or retired school teachers, retired civil and military officers, Pakistani's living 
abroad, who are interested in investing in a profitable long term venture and 
property owners looking for a worthy business proposition
 

PROFILE OF THE NETWORK ASSOCIATES



The premises will be in according to our design 
specification. It will ensure well-equipped class-
rooms, libraries, laboratories, and playing fields 
with optimum.

SCHOOL/PREMISES DESIGN:

In order to conforming standards of proven 
success, all installations in all school buildings 
will be specified “Dr. A. Q. Khan System” parents 
have the option to choose from our list of recom-
mended contractors before renovating and 
equipping their facility.

CONSTRUCTION/RENOVATION:

Partners will be given full assistance in successful-
ly promoting their school on national, regional 
and local levels. Marketing strategies will be 
provided and there will be a comprehensive 
advertising and promotion assistance backed up 
by innovative public relations programs.

EFFECTIVE ADVERTISING 
AND PROMOTION PROGRAMS:

The network will provide a variety of staff devel-
opment programs and state of the art teacher 
training program, which will consist of the latest 
teaching approaches, methods and techniques. 
Staff development programs for the manage-
ment and support staff of the school will also be 
run

PERSONNEL DEVELOPMENT 
PROGRAMS:



Centralized purchase of equipment not only brings 
economy but also promotes uniformity in standards 
necessary to make any system a success. “Dr. A. Q. 
Khan School System” hopes to maintain uniform 
educational standards throughout the network in the 
purchase of books, stationary and uniforms through 
the facility of centralized bulk-buying house. 

CENTRALIZED BUYING HOUSE:

Dr. A. Q. Khan School Franchise System believes 
that quality education is an undeniable right of every 
student and strive to promote academic standards of 
the highest quality at an afforable price. Parents who 
cannot afford high tuition fee or reputable schools 
will have the oppurtunity of meeting one of the most 
important needs, namely, the acquisition of quality 
education for their children by paying 40-50% less 
tuition fee for a comparable standard of education. 
Academic facilities such as a highly balance stan-
dardized curriculum that respects our religious and 
cultural values and a host of physical facilities.

BENIFITS TO STUDENT/PARENTS:

“Dr. A. Q. Khan School Franchise System” 
hopes to develop the student body as well 
as its alumni thereby creating opportunities 
for future growth towards a college and a 
university.

WAY FORWARD:

A commitment to on-going support will 
ensure the following:
LOCATION ANALYSIS: 
The selection of specific site and location 
will be reviewed and approved by Dr. A. Q. 
Khan School System. However, this would 
be subject to mutual consent.

ON-GOING SUPPORT:



Head office:
Street 169, East Service Road,

G-13/3, Islamabad

051-2300527-28
0301-5904488

info@draqkhanschoolsystem.edu.pk

www.draqkhanschoolsystem.edu.pk


